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WROCLAW CITY TOUR
Wrocław is a vibrant city at the hearth of Lower Silesia. During the course of history it has been part of
Prussia, Austria, Germany and Poland. That provides a unique past and a blend of different cultural
influences on the city and its places. Thanks to that, it also became an open-minded, creative center for
international business and culture. During a 5-6 hour tour we will show you how beautiful Wrocław is and
how many interesting things you can do in the city during your stay.

PRICE PER PERSON

PRICE INCLUDES

150.00 PLN / 36.00 euro

- english speaking tour guide during sightseeing
- transfers by private bus
- entrance ticket to Sky Tower Viewpoint
- headset during sightseeing

The minimum number of participants: 15 people
In case of lower amount of people organizator reserve the right to cancel the trip.
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PROGRAMME HIGHLIGHTS

CENTENNIAL HALL
Recognised as one of the greatest
architectonic achievements of the
20th century. Part of UNESCO World
Heritage List.

OSTROW TUMSKI
Surrounded by the river Oder, the old
burgh with fantastic architecture.

SAND ISLAND
The architecturally interesting island
with monumental Church of Our Lady
on the Sand.

WROCLAW
UNIVERSITY
The main building is part of a larger
Baroque-style building complex.
The astronomical observatory in the
Mathematical Tower features
historic astronomers' equipment.

OSSOLINEUM
Institute of a great importance in
Poland. Red-white Baroque building
with lush green maze enclosed in a
picturesque little courtyard.

WROCLAW HISTORY
PATH
Calendar of history consists of 19 bronze
paving slabs, reminiscent of the most
important events in the history of the
city.

PRISON STREET
In the Middle Ages, there was a
building which used to represent
Wroclaw’s main prison.
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THE GARRISON
CHURCH
One of the most important city churches
and one of the symbols of Wrocław. The
basilica was destroyed many times but it
has always been restored to its original
splendour and beauty.

MARKET SQUARE
One of the largest squares of its kind in
Europe with magnificent Town Hall is a
masterpiece of medieval architecture.
Almost totally rebuilt from a pile of ruins
after the Siege of 1945.

SALT MARKET
Smaller square in the corner of Market
Square which got name from the salt
that was traded here in the Middle Ages.

THE WROCLAW OPERA
One of the biggest and one of the most
important operas in Poland.

NATIONAL FORUM OF
MUSIC
One of the largest and most modern
music venues in Poland. Home to many
major ensembles and festivals in Wrocław.

SKY TOWER VIEWPOINT
Located on the last 49th floor of Sky Tower
is the highest panoramic view point in
Poland.

FOUR DENOMINATIONS
DISTRICT
A place of meetings, dialogue, mutual
respect and numerous culinary
experiences.

